
Seminole High School
Jazz Classes Online Assignments

Week #4 - April 17 - April 23, 2020. Due by midnight Thurs., April 23, 2020

Please use these guidelines:

1. Send emails of recordings, responses, or questions to:
Seminolebandonline@gmail.com

2. When turning in an assignment label the subject line the following way:
Jazz, Your name, then assignment week number 
(ex. Jazz George Gershwin Week 4)

3. If you need to ask a question through email, label the following way in the subject box
Question, your name, week number 
(ex. question Jelly Roll Week 4)

4. Please put responses and record for the week in the same email.

NOTES, FEED BACKS, and OBSERVATIONS:

1. This week we will practice “I’ve Got Rhythm”, by George Gershwin. No lead sheet, try 
to learn the song by ear. BUT DO NOT record and send it in. Just practice it. It’s 
such an iconic song with so many great artists playing with different versions. I 
want to listen to how the piece has evolved over the years. 

1. Playing Assignment
- Learn by ear I’ve Got Rhythm
- No recording due this week
- Listen to:

Practice the head; solo (1 chorus); play the head again
I Got Rhythm (Play-Along)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rWyAaxIHzA
or
pick a different backing track, up to you.

Helpful hints: - Don’t cheat and look for a lead sheet. I’ll submit one next week.
- Take the audio and slow it in settings
- Work in phrases and master before going to the next.
- Have Fun!!!

2.   Listening Assignment - Instead of doing separate comments on each video. 
One overall write-up on the I’ve Got Rhythms videos.

1. The Origins of Jazz #8: Jelly Roll Morton. (Last Jazz Academy - Origins story - Yeah)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLwObo-b6Ig

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9rWyAaxIHzA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLwObo-b6Ig


2. Gershwin plays I Got Rhythm (1931, 3 camera views) 
You can just watch up to 1:26. Songs repeats from another angle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQdeTbUDCiw

3. LOUIS ARMSTRONG - I Got Rhythm (1938)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-cej-5dkc0

4. Ella Fitzgerald - I Got Rhythm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSTkz1BvrXY

5. John Pizzarelli - "I Got Rhythm" (solo) at the Fretboard Journal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVNVJGLVFCk

6. Hiromi – I've Got Rhythm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY5dTBhRxOA

7. I Got Rhythm - Marcus Roberts Trio / Seiji Ozawa
The bad clapping doesn’t last that long. You can make it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsvjLgaj3vE

8. The Muppet Show. Rowlf and Fozzie - I Got Rhythm (s4 ep20)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32j8M5G1f8o

9. Phineas and Ferb - Ain't Got Rhythm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Oj79WGfQec

10. Pick your own Jazz video - show and tell - Why are you sharing this video

3.   Theory Assignment - (Same as band)
This week’s assignment Music Theory Youtube video - Please watch and give feed back
through the email. 

Minor Scales - Everything You Need To Know In 7 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxaNn1gXg-E&t=45s
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